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The goal

Build artificial neural network models that can understand 
and reason with the meanings of natural language sentences.
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The goal

Build artificial neural network models that can understand 
and reason with the meanings of natural language sentences.

Where do we start?

How do we measure success?



Natural Language 
Inference as a 
research task



Natural language inference (NLI)
also known as recognizing textual entailment (RTE)

 James Byron Dean refused to move without blue jeans

{entails, contradicts, neither}

James Dean didn’t dance without pants

MacCartney thesis ‘09



The claim

If a model can learn to represent sentence meaning 
effectively:

The model should learn to do NLI relatively easily.

If a model can’t:

The model will fail.



Judging understanding with NLI

To reliably perform well at NLI, your representations of 
meaning  must handle with the full complexity of 
compositional semantics:

● Lexical entailment
● Quantification
● Object and event coreference
● Lexical ambiguity and scope ambiguity
● Common sense background knowledge
● Modality (might, should, ...)

...



Why not other tasks?

Many tasks that have been used to evaluate sentence 
representation models don’t require all that much language 
understanding:

● Sentiment analysis
● Sentence similarity

…



Why not other tasks?

NLI isn’t the only task to require high-quality natural language 
understanding, see also:

● Machine translation
● Question answering
● Goal-driven dialog
● Semantic parsing
● Syntactic parsing

 …

But it’s the easiest of these.



Outline

● Background: NLI as a research task for NLU
● Part 1: The Stanford NLI corpus
● Part 2: The Multi-Genre NLI corpus
● Part 3 (bonus!): Learning syntax from semantics



Part I
The Stanford NLI Corpus

Samuel R. Bowman
Gabor Angeli
Christopher Potts
Christopher D. Manning

EMNLP ‘15Best New Data Set Award



Natural language inference data

Corpus Size Natural Validated

FraCaS .3k ~ ✓

RTE 7k ✓ ✓

SICK 10k ✓ ✓

DG 728k ~

Levy 1,500k

PPDB2 100,000k ~



Natural language inference data

The current data is not sufficient to train neural networks for 
NLI:

● No successful prior applications of NNs to NLI 
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Natural language inference data

Corpus Size Natural Validated

FraCaS .3k ~ ✓

RTE 7k ✓ ✓

SICK 10k ✓ ✓

SNLI 570k ✓ ✓

DG 728k ~

Levy 1,500k

PPDB2 100,000k ~



Our data collection 
prompt



Source captions from Flickr30k: Young, Lai, Hodosh, and Hockenmaier, TACL ‘14
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Source captions from Flickr30k: Young, Lai, Hodosh, and Hockenmaier, TACL ‘14

Entailment

           Neutral

Contradiction



What we got



Some sample results

Premise: Two women are embracing while holding to go 
packages.

Hypothesis: Two woman are holding packages.

Label: Entailment



Some sample results

Premise: A man in a blue shirt standing in front of a garage-like 
structure painted with geometric designs.

Hypothesis: A man is repainting a garage

Label: Neutral



Some sample results

Premise: A man selling donuts to a customer during a world 
exhibition event held in the city of Angeles

Hypothesis: A woman drinks her coffee in a small cafe.

Label: Contradiction



Results on SNLI



Some results on SNLI

Model Test accuracy

Most frequent class 34.2%

Big lexicalized classifier 78.2%



Two classes of neural network

● Sentence encoder-based models

● Attention and memory models

S1

S2

encoder

encoder

MLP classifier

S1

S2

encoder

encoder

attentional 
encoder classifier



Some results on SNLI
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Most frequent class 34.2%
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Some results on SNLI

Model Test accuracy

Most frequent class 34.2%

Big lexicalized classifier 78.2%

300D CBOW 80.6%

300D LSTM 81.5%

Directional Self-Attention (Tao Shen et al. ‘17) 85.6%

Trees+Sequences+Attn. (Qian Chen et al. ‘17) 88.6%



Quick Aside:
Hyperparameters
& Controlled Experiments



Controlled experiments

Your experiment needs to test your hypothesis. Everything 
that you’ve learned about controlled experimentation applies 
in NLP.

Example results on SNLI:

● Paper A: LSTM gets 77.6%
● Paper B: CBOW gets 80.6%

What can you conclude?
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Your experiment needs to test your hypothesis. Everything 
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Controlled experiments

Your experiment needs to test your hypothesis. Everything 
that you’ve learned about controlled experimentation applies 
in NLP.

Example results on SNLI:

● Paper A: LSTM gets 77.6%
● Paper B: CBOW gets 80.6%
● Paper C: GRU gets 80.7%
● Paper C: BiLSTM gets 84.5%

○ With the same input preprocessing, hyperparameter tuning, etc.

What can you conclude?



Hyperparameter tuning

● You must tune the hyperparameters of your baselines 
just as thoroughly as you tune them for any new model 
you propose!

○ Failure to do this invalidates your comparisons, and depending on 

how you write the paper, could border on academic misconduct. 

(Related reminder: Don’t tune on the test set!)

● Read the fine print while you’re doing your literature 
review to get a sense of what hyperparameters to worry 
about and what kinds of value to expect.

● If you’re not sure whether to tune a hyperparameter, you 
probably should.



Hyperparameter tuning

● Grid search: Inefficient.
● Bayesian optimization: Optimal, but public packages 

aren’t great.
● Random search (Bergstra and Bengio ‘12): Easy, and 

near-optimal.

http://jmlr.csail.mit.edu/papers/volume13/bergstra12a/bergstra12a.pdf


Hyperparameter tuning

● Random search (Bergstra and Bengio ‘12): 
○ Define distributions over all your hyperparameters.

○ Sample N times for N experiments.

○ Look for patterns in your results.

○ Adjust the distributions and repeat until you run out of resources or 

performance stops improving.

● Why?

http://jmlr.csail.mit.edu/papers/volume13/bergstra12a/bergstra12a.pdf
https://medium.com/rants-on-machine-learning/smarter-parameter-sweeps-or-why-grid-search-is-plain-stupid-c17d97a0e881




Part II
The Multi-genre NLI Corpus

Adina Williams
Nikita Nangia
Samuel R. Bowman



SNLI is showing its limitations

● Little headroom left:
○ SotA: 88.6%

○ Human performance: ~96%

● Short sentences (mean premise length 14)
○ Attention models can succeed without word order (Parikh 

et al. ‘16)

● Many linguistic phenomena underattested or ignored
○ Tense
○ Beliefs
○ Modality (possibility/permission)

...



Genre Train Dev Test

Captions (SNLI Corpus) (550,152) (10,000) (10,000)

Fiction 77,348 2,000 2,000

Government 77,350 2,000 2,000

Slate 77,306 2,000 2,000

Switchboard (Telephone Speech) 83,348 2,000 2,000

Travel Guides 77,350 2,000 2,000

The MultiGenre NLI Corpus
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9/11 Report 0 2,000 2,000

Face-to-Face Speech 0 2,000 2,000
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OUP (Nonfiction Books) 0 2,000 2,000

Verbatim (Magazine) 0 2,000 2,000

Total 392,702 20,000 20,000
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Genre Train Dev Test

Captions (SNLI Corpus) (550,152) (10,000) (10,000)

Fiction 77,348 2,000 2,000

Government 77,350 2,000 2,000

Slate 77,306 2,000 2,000

Switchboard (Telephone Speech) 83,348 2,000 2,000

Travel Guides 77,350 2,000 2,000

9/11 Report 0 2,000 2,000

Face-to-Face Speech 0 2,000 2,000

Letters 0 2,000 2,000

OUP (Nonfiction Books) 0 2,000 2,000

Verbatim (Magazine) 0 2,000 2,000

Total 392,702 20,000 20,000

The MultiGenre NLI Corpus

genre-matched
evaluation

genre-mismatched
evaluation



What we got



Typical dev set examples

Premise: In contrast, suppliers that have continued to innovate 
and expand their use of the four practices, as well as other 
activities described in previous chapters, keep outperforming the 
industry as a whole.

Hypothesis: The suppliers that continued to innovate in their use 
of the four practices consistently underperformed in the industry.

Label: Contradiction

Genre: Oxford University Press (Nonfiction books)



Typical dev set examples

Premise: someone else noticed it and i said well i guess that’s true 
and it was somewhat melodious in other words it wasn’t just you 
know it was really funny

Hypothesis: No one noticed and it wasn’t funny at all.

Label: Contradiction

Genre: Switchboard (Telephone Speech)



Typical dev set examples

Premise: The father can beget new offspring safe from Macbeth’s 
hand; the son is the palpable threat.

Hypothesis: The son wants to kill him to marry his mom

Label: Neutral

Genre: Verbatim (Magazine)



Key figures



Key figures
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Key figures



The shared task competition

● Hosted by The Second Workshop on Evaluating Vector 
Space Representations for NLP (RepEval) at EMNLP

○ Limits on attn/memory to focus on sentence 
representations

● Everyone used BiLSTMs!
● … which handled the domain mismatch well!

Nangia et al. ‘17: Shared task recap

First outside result with 

attention/memory:

76.8 / 75.8 (Chen et al. ‘17)



NLI as a pretraining task

Conneau et al. ‘17



Discussion: NLI

● NLI lets you judge the degree to which models can learn 
to understand natural language sentences.

● With SNLI, it’s now possible to train low-bias machine 
learning models like NNs on NLI.

● MultiNLI makes it possible to test models’ ability to 
understand (standard American) English in nearly its full 
range of uses, and serves as a new benchmark for 
cross-genre transfer learning.

● Sentence encoders trained on NLI, like InferSent, are 
likely the best general-purpose encoders we have.

● (Aside: Data collection yield much faster/easier progress 
than modeling work!)



Part III
Learning Syntax from Semantics

Adina Williams
Andrew Drozdov
Samuel R. Bowman



Background: TreeRNNs

What?

● Run a (binary constituency) parser
● Use parse tree as computation graph

Why?

● Theoretically appealing
● Some empirical advantage

But...

● Relies on an external parser
● Prohibitively slow

Socher et al. ‘10, Tai et al. ‘15, Bowman et al. ‘16, Liu et al. ‘17



Goal: Learn syntax from semantics

What?
● Build one model that can:

○ Parse sentences
○ Use resulting parses in a TreeRNN text classifier

● Train the full model (including the parser!) on SNLI or 
MultiNLI

Why?
● Engineering objective: 

Identify better parsing strategies for NLU
● Scientific objective:

Discover what syntactic structures are both 
valuable and learnable.



Two Models:
RL-SPINN (Yogatama)
ST-Gumbel (Choi)



SPINN

● Shift-reduce parser and TreeRNN share representations
● Supervised by existing parses at training time

the cat

sat

down

the cat

sat

down

the cat

sat down

REDUCE

C

T T T

PP P

SHIFT REDUCE

Bowman et al. ‘16



RL-SPINN

● Shift-reduce parser and TreeRNN share representations
● Parser trained using RL on NLU objective

the cat

sat

down

the cat

sat

down

the cat

sat down

REDUCE

C

T T T

PP P

SHIFT REDUCE

Yogatama et al. ‘17



RL-SPINN

● 100D model only
● Improvements from latent trees!

the cat

sat

down

the cat
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down

the cat

sat down

REDUCE

C

T T T

PP P

SHIFT REDUCE

Yogatama et al. ‘17



Work to date: ST-Gumbel

Choi et al. ‘17

C

the cat sat down

C C

S S S

0.5 0.1 0.4

the cat sat down

C C

S S

0.4 0.6

the cat sat down

C

the cat sat down

● At every layer:
○ Compute every possible merge
○ Score each merge
○ Use Gumbel Softmax to select best

● Straight-Through estimator for gradients

● O(N2), but GPU-friendly
● Improvements from latent trees!



This project:
What grammar do 
these models learn?



Our findings: Task performance

● 300D runs on MultiNLI and SNLI, extensively tuned:
○ Absolute performance on SNLI:

■ Outperform published RL-SPINN (1.8%)

■ Slightly underperform published ST-Gumbel (-0.9%)

○ Against our own baselines:
■ RL-SPINN worse with latent trees

■ ST-Gumbel better with latent trees than parser trees



Our findings: Consistency

● Across ten random restarts, measuring F1 between runs 
on the MultiNLI Dev Set:
○ RL-SPINN produces highly consistent trees
○ ST-Gumbel produces inconsistent trees, but better than 

chance
○ Both models see some variation in accuracy (σ≅0.7%)



Our findings: latent vs. PTB

● Unlabeled F1 score on the full WSJ section of PTB:
○ Baseline models: 45–60%
○ ST-Gumbel: 25%
○ RL-SPINN: 13%
○ Random trees: 21%



Our findings: Qualitative

● The RL-SPINN runs that perform best use strictly 
left-branching parses!

● Some runs are less strict, but variation from this trend 
appears random.

● Explains worse-than-chance parsing performance: 
English prefers right-branching trees.

● Does this remind you of anything?



Our findings: Qualitative

● ST-Gumbel parses tend to be balanced and shallow.
● The first two and last two words nearly always form 

constituents.

● Disappointing, but others have found these trees to work 
better than sequences: Munkhdalai and Yu ‘16



Future directions

How do we get to effective latent tree learning?

● Better composition functions?
● Chart parsing methods (cf. Maillard et al. ‘17)?
● Warm start methods (cf. Yogatama et al. ‘17)?



Wrapping up



Closing thoughts

Conclusions:

● NLI is an ideal research task for work on modeling or 
learning with NN models in NLU.

● If you need generic sentence vectors, try InferSent!
● Latent tree learning is harder than it looks.

○ Also: Don’t take performance numbers at face value!

Next term: DS-GA 1012: NLU and Computational Semantics

● Meant to be complimentary with this class (and 1011).
● Big project, lightweight assignments.
● Focused on NLU tasks (and relevant linguistic 

background). BYO ML methods.



Thanks!

Questions?
bowman@nyu.edu

Data, code, etc.
nyu.edu/projects/bowman

mailto:bowman@nyu.edu
https://www.nyu.edu/projects/bowman/multinli/

